Tables S1 and S2 summarize the predictions of the SKL model. The solution conditions of the experiments from which the SKL parameters were derived are somewhat different those of the gel experiments. The solution binding curves were carried out at 21.5 o C in 0.1 M Tris, 0.1 M NaCl, 1mM EDTA buffer, while the gel experiments were carried out at 20 o C in 0.1 M HEPES buffer. We can ignore the small differences in p50's due to the small temperature difference. However, chloride decreases the affinity of the T quaternary structure (1, 2), so the fitted p50's are expected to be somewhat higher than observed for the gels, but not nearly as high as those calculated for T -gels from the SKL model (Table S1 ).
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Comparing the liganded terms 2 2 and with / and /
shows that for
] > 1 the slow and fast CO rebinding tertiary conformations in the T quaternary structure differ in affinity for both a and β subunits by a maximum factor of S. The largest SKL value of S (smallest r) is 25, compared to the factor of ~1000-fold expected from gel experiments assuming the correspondence of CO rebinding rates and oxygen affinity.
Comparing the liganded terms (and the p50's) gives the difference in affinities for the low affinity tertiary conformations between T and R for the β subunit, for which the smallest factor is 40-fold (= 160/3.8), compared to the 25-fold difference in high and low affinity β subunits in T.
The factor S for the β subunits in the R conformation results from the free energy of breaking the ionizable intra-subunit salt bridge of the C-terminal histidine either by binding oxygen or hydroxyl ions, which can explain the small pH dependence for the oxygen binding to the R quaternary structure (1-4) . However, no intra-β-subunit salt bridge is observed in the X-ray structure of unliganded R (5) and there is no pH dependence for the oxygen affinity of hemoglobin chemically modified to remain 100% R when fully unliganded (6), although there are caveats to both of these results (7) . So the structural origin of the weak pH dependence in R is not clear. a At each pH parameters in the first and second rows were taken from Table 2 The Hill n was calculated by generating a Hill plot from the logarithmic derivative of the partition function and computing the slope between 10% and 90% saturation, the typical range measured in experiments of oxygen binding curves for gel encapsulated hemoglobin. Table S2 . Prediction of fraction of subunits with lower affinity conformation in unliganded R quaternary structure and p50's calculated using parameters of Lee et al. (3, 4 Table II ( No binding curves for gel encapsulated hemoglobin under these conditions are available. Oxygen binding measurements on hemoglobin encapsulated in gels as R in the absence of allosteric effectors are difficult because equilibrium is achieved very slowly due to the stretched exponential tertiary relaxation occurring on the seconds to ten's of minutes time scale (7) .
d From Table S1 of ref. (7) .
